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Global Online Festival
Celebrating Irish Arts
17– 21 March

In 2021 Culture Ireland supported Irish artists throughout the
pandemic to reach millions of audience worldwide in new and
innovative ways. To the artists, our presenting partners and
valued audience members we thank you for your ongoing
engagement through these challenging times.
Seeking a new way to connect Irish artists
with global audiences, Culture Ireland
curated SEODA (Irish for ‘jewels’), an
online celebration of Irish arts over the St.
Patrick’s period. At a time when Irish artists
normally perform around the world, this
5-day festival offered more than two dozen
events for audiences to enjoy free through
Culture Ireland’s YouTube channel. There
were many highlights and a small number
of events remain to be viewed on Culture
Ireland’s YouTube channel.
A true high came in December as we
marked the much anticipated opening
of the new flagship building at Irish
Arts Center, New York. The opening
performance by Camille O’Sullivan has

already raised widespread interest in the
exciting line up of Irish artists programmed
for the months and years ahead.
Looking forward, Culture Ireland will launch
our new 5 year strategy in 2022, which will
take account of recent global changes and
its impacts on the nature of international
engagement by artists. Culture Ireland is
grateful for all the input we received in the
consultation process.
In the meantime we wish you health
and happiness and invite you to stay
connected with our news on upcoming
events through our social media platforms.

Entanglement by Annex : Ireland at Venice

Notwithstanding the year that was, Irish arts celebrated
some great international moments in 2021.

Having been deferred for a year, the 17th
Venice Architecture Biennale opened
in May with Ireland’s representation,
Entanglement by Annex, achieving a
strong critical response. Reflecting an
important current issue, it explored the
materiality of data and the interwoven
human, environmental, and cultural
impacts of information and communication
technologies. The Biennale had over
300,000 visitors and Entanglement has
been invited to present at transmediale in
Berlin in early 2022.
Irish film had a special year, reaching
from London to Sydney as the virtual
presentation of many festivals made
film more accessible for international
audiences. Cartoon Saloon’s Wolfwalkers
had an amazing global reach following
its Oscar nomination for Best Animated
Feature Film with music by Kíla. Irish Film
Institute International supported film
events were presented in 52 cities across
34 countries.

Many galleries were able to again attend
key international artfairs strengthening
interest in Irish artists. Opening in October,
Pallas Projects presented a strong and
diverse offering of Irish painting involving
over 20 artists entitled Dubliners, at the
6th Biennial of Painting in Zagreb, Croatia
which attracted a wide audience and
significant media interest during its two
month run.
In 2021 Culture Ireland enabled Literature
Ireland support of 124 translation grants
covering 35 languages allowing the
current wealth of Irish writing to be enjoyed
worldwide. After many online book fairs,
Ireland had a physical stand at the 2021
edition of Frankfurt Book Fair, which is key
for Irish publishers to promote their books
and negotiate deals with foreign publishers,
selling and buying rights to books in English
and foreign language territories and
securing key distribution deals.

Landmark Production’s The Approach by Mark O’Rowe (Photo: Patrick Redmond)

Despite the many challenges in 2021, the shows did go on …
In January there was a simultaneous
viewing broadcast both sides of the
Atlantic as Landmark Productions The
Approach by Mark O’Rowe was presented
in Project Arts Centre, Dublin and St.
Ann’s Warehouse, Brooklyn, connecting
audiences in a special way.

Fishamble’s The Treaty by Colin Murphy (Photo: Ste: Murray)

Using a novel approach, Pan Pan Theatre
Company presented a re-imagined walking
version of Samuel Beckett’s radio play
Cascando in July. In a dialogue between
music and words, moving to the pace of
the piece, the audience followed the group
through London’s Barbican Centre taking in
the ancient and modern cityscape.
11 Irish shows were supported for digital
presentation at the 2021 Edinburgh
Festival Fringe in August. Partnering with
key Edinburgh Fringe venues, the virtual
presentation allowed the shows to reach
new audiences globally and a special digital
networking event was held on the Fringe
Connect platform allowing Irish artists to
meet global programmers and presenters.
Also in August, Enda Walsh’s Medicine,
co-produced by Landmark Productions
and Galway International Arts Festival
marked a welcome return to live theatre
at the Edinburgh International Festival. In
November Medicine became the first

Irish theatre show to be supported by
Culture Ireland in the US in almost two
years. Presented at St Ann’s Warehouse,
Brooklyn, the enthusiasm for this show
was such that it had its run extended.
In a truly outstanding piece of historical
theatre, the 100th anniversary of the
signing of the Treaty of Irish Independence
was marked by the presentation of
Fishamble’s The Treaty, by Colin Murphy
to full capacity in the unique setting of
Ireland’s Embassy in London in December.
Teac Dámsa’s highly acclaimed Mám was
presented in Teatro del Canal in Madrid
in December, following Michael Keegan
Dolan’s 2021 nomination for Best Modern
Choreographer at the 21st UK National
Dance Awards for this show.
Dead Centre opened MESS Festival in
Sarajevo in October with Chekhov’s First
Play to a live audience. Dead Centre had a
packed end of year presenting Beckett’s
Room in Warwick Arts Centre and Théâtre
de Liège in Belgium and To Be a Machine
(Version 1.0) at Le 104, Paris as part of
Nemo, Biennale of Digital Arts until 19
December, ending the year with a show
responding directly to these unique times.

Laura Murphy’s Abacus at Firatàrrega		

Creating future international opportunities for years to
come, Culture Ireland delivered a high quality and intensive
Showcase Programme with partner resource organisations:
International Showcases
During 2021, Culture Ireland supported
participation by 59 Irish artists/companies
in 12 international showcase events across
artforms.

SPRINTS at Ireland Music Week 2021		

Eurosonic
Folk Alliance International
South by Southwest

National Showcases
at Irish Festivals
This year, over 100 Irish artists/companies
took part in showcase events at 12 Irish
Festivals including virtual networking,
direct engagement with programmers
and presenting partners and pitching
opportunities for recently created work or
projects in development.
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Temple Bar TradFest

The Great Escape

Dublin International Film Festival
RTÉ Choice Music Prize

Primavera PRO
Global Music Match
Culture Ireland Edinburgh
Showcase Programme

Young at Art
Cúirt International Festival of Literature
Galway Film Fleadh

Denise Chaila, Winner of the 2021 RTÉ Choice Music Prize

FiraTàrrega

Spraoi

Reeperbahn

Information Toolbox at the Dublin
Fringe Festival

Mondo.NYC
Frankfurt Book Fair

Ireland Music Week
International Theatre eXchange at the
Dublin Theatre Festival
Baboró International Arts Festival
for Children
Cork International Film Festival

